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Data Plus Science
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Ranking by Now, Comparing with Then dashboard, 80–91
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Traffic fatalities, 363–367
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scenario, 284
why it works, 289–293
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Visual analytics
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and squiggle of visual exploration, 414–415
Visual Thinking for Design (Ware), 36
Visualizing Time dashboard, 352–380
Voter sentiment, 16
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scenario, 148
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Comparing Individual Performance with Peers dashboard, 48–61
Ranking by Now, Comparing with Then dashboard, 80–91
Showing Churn or Turnover dashboard, 268–281
Showing Rank and Magnitude dashboard, 246–257
Showing Sentiment with Net Promoter Score dashboard, 186–200
Showing Year-to-Date and Year-over-Year at the Same Time dashboard, 118–129
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designer commentary, 68
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scenario, 64
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Wind and solar dashboard, see Power Plant Operations Monitoring dashboard
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Work Relative Value Units (wRVU), 297–299
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jitter and, 178
on jump plot, 378
speaker ratings comparison dashboard, 54
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on time chart, 353
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jitter and, 178
on jump plot, 378
not starting at zero, 363
speaker ratings comparison dashboard, 55
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Year-to-date/Year-over-year, see Showing Year-to-Date/Year-over-Year at the Same Time dashboard
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